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What is editing?
Editing is the process of assembling sequences of shots to create a cohesive film or video. The
editing process is unique to cinema. Other elements of cinematic language originated in a different
medium (photography, lighting, art direction, writing, sound), however, editing, a.k.a., montage
(meaning “assembly” in French), springs from cinema. The grammar of video borrows from
traditional cinema and expands on it. The editor assembles the moving image work using shot
selection, rhythm, pace, sequencing, and effects to craft a compelling experience. Editing may be
accomplished in wide range of styles and while traditionally editing has been focused primarily in
the temporal domain, it also involves the spatial domain using multiple images, composites, or
superimposition. Through the study and practice of editing, we strive to answer questions like:
• How do we tell a story through images and sound?
• How do we elicit emotional reactions and audience engagement?
• How do we structure and evoking an emotional response?
• How do we structure and communicate an intellectual response?
• How do we (expand, compress, rearrange) time?
• How do we create and/or violate continuity appropriately?
• How do we layer ambient sounds, dialogue, and sound effects to enhance visual storytelling?
The editor works like a magician drawing attention away from one thing and towards another.
Doing a good job of drawing the viewer’s attention will hide many of the action mismatches that
are inevitable in both fiction and documentary video. For example, when someone is talking, the
viewers attention is focused on the speaking person’s face, and therefore the viewer will probably not
notice other elements in the shot. Often we are using cutaways to draw the viewers attention away
from what otherwise would be a bunch of jump cuts. But it can be so much more than that: the
process of structuring a sequence of shots helps you you tell a story cinematically. Establishing shots
provide context, medium shots and close-ups provide the dramatic energy in dramatic productions,
the right close up can provide a sense of access and intimacy, while medium shots work well in
lighter documentaries. The juxtaposition of shots creates new meanings, sequences evoke so much
more than the sum of their shorts.
When we watch a video we usually experience a story. This is not always true, since video artists
often defy convention to bring to the foreground the intrinsic qualities of the medium or use an
alternative visual language to evoke an idea or state of mind. Irregardless of the structuring
strategies at work, viewers don’t focus on the thousands of separate images that make up the video
but instead try to find meaning, which in many cases is a story in some shape or form. We take for
granted the constantly changing perspective of the camera that offers a multiplicity of perspectives
that we would never be able to experience in real life.
Video editing is more often than not an invisible art. Assuming classical cutting continuity is our
ultimate goal (however, it need not be) the editor’s challenge is to make the editing invisible, and as
such, we often only notice editing when it is, well, less than satisfactory. But how is this even possible?
The whole thing is a bit mind-boggling, that these various shots could come together to form a
sequence we read as a cohesive whole. Walter Murch writes, “The mysterious part of it is that the
joining of those pieces... actually does seem to work, even though it represents a total and
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instantaneous displacement of one field of vision with another, a displacement that sometimes also
entails a jump forward or backward in time as well as space.”2
It would seem as though nothing in our day-to-day life has prepared us for the rapid barrage of
imagery that we experience watching contemporary videos. So why do we see multiple shots from
multiple angles as seamless?

Historical perspectives
Before attempting to understand what makes editing work, it’s valuable to look at the history of the
technique to gain some perspective on how it has evolved to its current state. Walter Murch observes
“Throughout the history of the motion picture industry the quality of its products has steadily
improved”3 and with this the art of editing has improved as well. In fact, the earliest films weren’t
edited at all.
When the Lumière brothers invented the Cinématographe in 1895, the camera was a one-stopshop. It not only captured the footage, but it allowed you to process it as well as project it all from
within the same device. So as you might imagine, early filmmakers had little interest in cutting up
the expensive film that they had purchased for use with their new toy. Earnest Walter writes that
instead, “the motion picture camera was loaded to capacity with film stock, and cranked away on
the scene being played until the film in the camera ran out.
At this point, the proceedings would be halted for the reloading and then the film would continue as before.” 4
Much of this arose from the traditions of which the movie
industry was born. Because people equated this new
medium and its storytelling abilities with the theatre, it was
never questioned that scenes should be completed in one
take (or performance, in theatre terms). If an actor messed
up their motions the whole reel was scrapped as if a
thespian has flubbed their lines and needed to start over
from the beginning. This led to a lot of wasted time, not to
mention wasted film. Ralph Rosenblum wrote “What the
filmmaker saw is what the audience saw. It was a
continuous unbroken piece of action, shot from a single
camera angle, the perspective the all-encompassing,
straight-on, eye-level view inherited from the theater.” 5
The movies’ other parent, photography, wasn’t much help
in progressing the medium toward editing either: the
photographic tradition at that time called for stiff, rigid
poses taken from a straight-on perspective.
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Much of editing evolved through trial and error. People eventually figured out that they could make
things more interesting (not to mention longer—the first movies lasted only a few minutes at most
because this is all that would fit on a single reel) by cutting up the film a bit and taping it back
together. At first, however, this was only employed as a way of combining separate scenes. Ralph
Rosenblum explains “If a picture was composed of more than one scene (a rarity), no attempt was
made to link the last action of one scene with the first action of the next. Each transition was a total
break.” 6
This was a big step forward for the evolution of
editing but it wasn’t until 1902 that Edwin S.
Porter discovered that these scenes could be
made to correlate to one another. With The Life
of an American Fireman Porter realized that by
placing scenes back to back they could be made
to seem as though they were happening
simultaneously. These were still whole scenes,
though, that played from start to finish without
a cut, and were then tied together by a larger
narrative.
In this short Porter also discovered that he
could use footage recorded previously and in a
different location as his main plot line and that
the audience would understand that it was meant to take place at the same time. This was pretty
fundamental stuff: that associations could be made between otherwise unrelated material, and really
paved the way for the revelations brought about by D. W. Griffith.
Griffith is considered today and was even during his own day, a film genius, albeit a very
controversial one; he made significant contributions to the development of continuity cutting
techniques. The first effective continuity cut was in Griffith’s For Love of Gold, when a scene cuts “in
the middle of the action to a full shot of one of the characters. No scene had ever been divided into
more than one shot, and this simple innovation would soon cause a minor revolution.” 7
Griffith soon found that he could create whole scenes composed of a series of different angles rather
than just static ones and began playing with greater variations in distance. Walter Murch explains,
“Unlike the stage play with its constant flow of action and dialogue from the same viewing position,
this deliberate breaking down of sequences into punctuated camera angles created a new dimension
of pictorial interpretation.”8
Griffith then began to realize that emotions could be elicited not only through the use of camera
angles and literal content, but also through the pace of editing. All of this, however, was served in a
way that had a heavy focus on making the cinema very real—Griffith’s goal was to create a cinema
world that reflected our own (or more accurately the world as seen through the lens of the
filmmakers ideology).
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Griffith’s work stood in sharp contrast to the work of Sergei Eisenstein, a Soviet director who was
raised on Griffith’s films and learned much of his editing technique by watching faded prints of
Griffith’s Intolerance hundreds of times. By watching the films he was able to grasp not only how
Griffith used editing to create drama, but he began to separate the various techniques and formed
theories revolving around them. These
various “montage” theories (the word
literally means “editing”) covered the
various ways to edit a scene, or rather
concepts around which a scene should be
edited. For example, metric montage is
based entirely on a steady pace of cuts,
entirely independent of the content
within the frame.
Eisenstein considered this the most
elementary of the theories. This is
compared with rhythmic montage,
which has a focus on pace but considers
the elements within the frame, and tonal montage, which is cutting based on the similarity of the
light and dark elements within the frame. Good examples of all of these techniques are found in
Eisenstein’s film The Battleship Potemkin. The Odessa steps sequence is in this film is a staple in film
analysis courses and has been paid homage to in numerous moving image works including Zbig
Rybczynski’s 1987 video Steps, in which
we are taken on a tour of the Odessa
steps under the guidance of a tour guide
and Brian De Palma’s 1987 film The
Untouchables, which pays direct homage
to the sequence, baby carriage and all.
The highest form of montage, according
to Eisenstein, was Intellectual Montage.
Eisenstein developed this concept based
on the idea that two images, when
presented in juxtaposition, created a
third and entirely new idea. Ralph
Rosenblum writes, “He illustrated his
point with Oriental hieroglyphic writing, in which two symbols were joined to make an entirely new
idea. Such was the case, for instance, when the symbols for eye and water were combined to yield
‘crying.’”9
The foundation of Intellectual Montage comes from the so-called “Kuleshov Effect,” named for Lev
Kuleshov, who ran a school that Eisenstein attended. Kuleshov conducted a famous experiment in
which he took footage of actor Ivan Mozhukin making a neutral face and cut it together with
various other images. For example, the clip opened with the actor making a neutral face, cut to a
baby crying, and then cut back to the actor. When audiences were asked about the actor’s
performance, they raved that he had shown such subtle emotion—that you could see the feeling in
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his face. A separate audience was shown the same clip, only with the baby replaced by a bowl of
soup, and the audience claimed that the actor was clearly hungry.10
The point of the experiment was to demonstrate
that the juxtaposition of the two ideas could
influence the meaning of both. Eisenstein took this
idea and ran with it. He regarded montage as a
dialectical means of creating meaning and the
foundation of film art. But not so fast there sparky!
Stephen Prince and Wayne Hensley have questioned
the Kuleshov effect and claim that “nothing of this
kind has really been proven in the usual scientific
sense. As Normal Hollyn [a well known editor] and
others have noted, the experiment has ‘passed into
the mythology of film.” 11 They conclude, after
reproducing the experiment the best they could and
observing far less dramatic results, “with little
written record about the Mozhukin experiment and
with the actual footage lost, the experiment lingers
in a realm of legend as well as history [...] it is
passed along as part of the folklore of the cinema. It
appears in empirical garb, but like all myths its real
functions are symbolic and cultural [...] myth ought
to be recognized as myth and not mis-identified as fact. Kuleshov’s effect-understood in terms of
shot juxtapositions rather than associational cues may tell us little about film or visual
communication, but its lingering power tells us a lot about the symbolic uses of the past.” 12
Nonetheless, filmmakers continue to employ the effect to their ends.
Eisenstein thought of the shot as a montage cell and montage as the collision of two pieces in
conflict from which arises a totally new, third concept. A good example of this can be found in
Eisenstein’s October, in which Eisenstein juxtaposes Christian symbols with pagan idols in order to
criticize the church. Eisenstein suggested that montage was the “explosion” which drives the film
forward. In his writings, he used language like “film must plough the psyche of the viewer” and
believed that artists were “the engineers of the soul.” This idea of the combination of ideas is
absolutely essential to editing as we know it today, as more and more we see incredibly tight shots of
objects and characters that require our minds to link together and create a meaning between the
various shots.

Classic continuity editing
Jump forward about a hundred years to present day. Given all the history between the creation of
film editing and the present day, editors have found a number of rules that allow them to maintain
Michael Russell traces connections between Soviet montage cinema, the politique des auteurs of the French Nouvelle Vague and
Barthes’ essay on “The Death of the Author,” in his article “The Kuleshov Effect and the Death of the Auteur,” Forum No. 1, http://
www.forumjournal.org/article/view/547
10
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visual continuity and narrative clarity despite using an ever-increasing number of cuts. The ultimate
goal of these rules is to make the actions in the scene remain clear and offer clues to the audience as
to the spatial orientation of the scene.
Ken Dancyger observes, “Narrative clarity is achieved when a film does not confuse viewers. It
requires matching action from shot to shot and maintaining a clear sense of direction between shots.
It means providing a visual explanation if a new idea or a cutaway is introduced. To provide
narrative clarity, visual cues are necessary, and here the editor’s skill is the crucial factor.” 13 When
crafting a narrative video, we will typically, but not always, establish four Ws within each video
sequence: Who are the characters? What is the situation? Where does it take place? Why is this
relevant to the story? Interest in “what happens next?” keeps the audience interested. Each sequence
of events should be followed by a moment of reflection before the next sequence begins to allow the
audience to take it in and to think about their interpretation of the scene.
Each edit is essentially a transition between two shots (typically a cut, sometimes a dissolve, fade, or
some other effect). According to Roy Thompson, there are six elements 14 of the edit:
• Motivation (there should be a reason, or motivation, for the edit, it may be either emotional,
visual, aural, or any combination of the three),
• Information (each new shot provides the the viewer with new information),
• Composition (when there’s a choice, select the shots with the best composition),
• Sound (is more abstract that image, you need not hear what you see or see what you hear, it’s
an additional layer, sound is tied to emotion, it creates atmosphere, mood, tension, etc.),
• Camera Angle (the camera should change angle from one shot to the next),
• Continuity (the movement or action should be both evident and similar between the two
shots), the should be continuity of: Content, Movement, Position, and Sound.
An ideal cut should contain all six elements, but typically will not. Most cuts are seamless, when they
are not, they are called jump cuts. Jump cuts can be very effective when used properly, but start with
smooth cuts. Classical continuity editing achieves seamlessness primarily by following a number of
“rules”described below. These are just the most basic and important ones for cutting within a scene.
Many of these rules are not rules that must be followed by the editor so much as the production
team, but that does not make them any less necessary to facilitate continuity editing. The continuity
editing style depends as much on “shooting for the edit” as much as it does on “editing by the
rules.”
Rule #1. Maintaining continuity between cuts
Finding continuity errors in mainstream movies is almost like a sport: there are entire websites
dedicated to noticing if there are any changes across edits in films. On a motion picture set a
specialist known as the script supervisor15 is employed to make sure that for every take objects
remain in the same positions, actors deliver lines on the same beats, and even that an actor’s hair
falls in the same place. Essentially the script supervisor is the editor’s representative on the set. This
13
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is crucial role because continuity editing is based on the idea that when we cut from one angle to
another, the basic information between the two shots will remain constant and thus we will focus on
what is happening rather than that the angle has changed.
Because motion pictures are often shot with just one camera at a time (in order to provide the
director with more possible camera angles while allowing the cinematographer to optimize the
lighting for each setup) this further complicates the problem, as over the course of the several hours
that it takes to shoot a single scene many things might normally change. Thus, keeping all factors
constant is the first challenge of continuity editing. This includes light and color, as Ken Dancyger
explains, “variations in light and color from shot to shot can break continuity. These elements are
under the cameraperson’s control, but when variations do exist between shots, they can particularly
problematic for the editor.”16
Rule #2. The 180º rule and the line of action
When the three-dimensional space of our existence is captured onto film or video it is flattened into
two-dimensional space and part of the challenge of working in film is to establish this 3D space on a
2D plane. When a scene is shot, an inherent left-to-right relationship is built automatically from the
objects within the frame and it is important, if the goal is to make the editing transparent, that this
relationship be kept intact. In order to accomplish
this Roger Crittenden suggests that “convention
dictates that all subsequent camera positions should
be restricted to the 180 degree arc established by the
first shot. Avoiding crossing the line seems to give
inexperienced film-makers their biggest problems,
and it is extremely frustrating in the cutting room to
be presented with shots which, although valid in
themselves, cannot be intercut with the rest of the
shot for that sequence.” 17
The camera can literally be placed anywhere on the
side of the plane established by the master (or “first”) shot.18 Camera height does not matter—it can
be above or below the characters or even directly on top of them—so long as their left to right
relationship remains constant within the frame. The figure below provides a visual explanation of
this concept (a shot-reverse shot configuration between camera positions 2 and 3).
This rule is important because we naturally expect the relationships of the things presented to us to
remain constant. If the camera breaks the line of action (that is, the imaginary line that restricts the
camera) and cuts to the other side of the line, it will appear as though the characters have switched
places. In most situations this is considered bad form, although it is admissible if the cut is so blatant
that we can understand that the position of the characters has remained constant.
For example, if two characters were standing against a nondescript black background and then we
cut to an angle on the opposite side of the line of action against a similar black background (e.g.
camera position 4 in the diagram above), the audience would be confused as it would appear that
16
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the characters have swapped places. If, however, there are strong visual cues as to where the
characters are, then a cut across the line of action becomes admissible, as our brain is able to place
them within the space and understands that they were not meant to change places. Even when
visual cues are weak we are often able to understand a cut across the line of action, but these cuts
are jarring enough that they can take us out of the “reality” of the film and remind us that we are,
in fact, watching a movie.
Sometimes breaking this rule is used to creative advantage, you can find examples of it in the
television series Breaking Bad in which crossing the line is used to evoke the feeling and symbolize a
change in the balance of power in a conversation.
Actors and moving cameras are not bound by these limitations: it is possible and quite acceptable to
establish a new line at any time during a scene. This can be done simply by either using a camera
move that crosses the line to establish a new one or by characters moving to create a new
orientation.
Rule #3. Screen direction
An extension of the 180º rule is the concept of screen direction. When a character is moving left to
right in one shot, we expect them to continue to move left to right in the next shot because this is
how we perceive day-to-day life. In fact, all action should be matched between shots in order to be
more convincing and to provide the editor with the greatest flexibility in cutting.
If a scene is shot with the 180º rule in mind and continuity is maintained then this should
automatically happen when a character remains within the frame. But what happens when a
character exits the frame? Because we understand that viewers expect screen direction to be
maintained, if a character exits the right of the frame, we expect them to enter the left of the frame
in the next shot. Roger Crittenden reminds us that “this remains the case whether they are going
across the screen, towards camera or away. If we ignore this rule it will appear that the person has
changed direction on the cut.” 19 Just as with the 180º rule, though, this can be changed if a
character changes direction while within the frame.
Rule #4. Cutting on the action
A huge rule in terms of cutting within a scene, cutting on the action allows editing to blend into the
action occurring on the screen. Ken Dancyger writes, “Suppose that a character is crossing the room
in one shot and is seated in the next. These two shots do not match because we haven’t seen the
character sit down. If we saw her sit down in the first shot and then saw her seated in the second,
the two shots would be continuous. The critical factor here is using shots that match the action from
one shot to the next.” 20 It is the actual action within the shot that not only connects the two cuts but
also distracts our eye from the fact that we are cutting to another angle. Because the screen direction
has been maintained, our eye is able to track the motion continuously so we don’t focus on the new
surroundings but instead we follow the action. You can’t, however, just cut on any action: “It is
critical that the movement in a shot be distinct enough or important enough so that the cut can be
unobtrusive. If the move is too subtle or faint, the cut can backfire. A cut is a promise of more

19
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information or more dramatic insight to come. If the second shot is not important, viewers realize
that the editor and director have misled them.”21
Rule #5. 30º Rule
Not to be confused with the 180º rule, the 30º rule dictates that when cutting between shots
(especially of a single subject), the difference in angle between the two shots should be equal or
greater than 30 degrees in order for the cut to be effective. A cut that combines shots that are too
similar will be upsetting to the viewer.
Water Murch observes, “What we do seem to have difficulty accepting are the kind of displacements
that are neither subtle nor total ... [such as if] the new shot ... is different enough to signal that
something has changed, but not different enough to make us re-evaluate its context. The
displacement of the image is neither motion nor the change of context, and the collision of these
two ideas produces a mental jarring —a jump—that is comparatively disturbing.” 22 This problem
can often be solved through the use of a cutaway to a reaction shot or a close-up of something else
and then returning to the second shot. This, however, is not considered strict continuity editing.
Rule #6. Eye-line matching
Eye-line matching refers to editing shots that are aligned in manner to suggest that two characters
in separate shots are looking at each other, and also applies to a character looking at an off-screen
object. This is accomplished by matching the gaze vector (trajectory of a character’s gaze). While
not really a distinct rule (it’s a logical extension of maintaining continuity between shots, the 180˚
rule, and screen direction) but it’s so important we’ll consider it as a distinct rule. Juxtaposing a shot
of a character with a shot of what they are looking at will not cut smoothly unless the angle at which
they’re looking at the character or object matches the shot of the object or character itself. When a
character looks off screen, the expectation of the audience is to see what the character is looking at.
Eye-line match is important for shots within a scene in which characters are looking at each other.
The height/distance relationship between character and camera position/lens comes into play. The
simplest case is shooting matching close-ups between two characters in a conversation, you’d match
the shots by using the same lens and camera position relative to each of the actors, especially in
terms of matching heights along their gaze vectors. So if one character is taller than the other, you
would account for this in camera placement. Often the best match is not about exact geometry, but
balancing between geometry and what the shots look like when cut together, which comes from
experience and the specific needs of the story. Consider how eye-line matching is handled in the
example in the “An example of classic continuity cutting” section later in this document and in the
“Pass the Asparagus” scene in American Beauty.

Putting the rules in context
The rules of classic continuity editing are just a starting point, editing requires a willingness to
experiment and explore the material. Emotion and story are your primary guides. What is a good
edit or bad edit? This is highly subjective and contextual. Just as how poetry can break grammatical
structure or even create new words, editing and media making is not a formulaic process by which
you just check off a list and have a completed film. Far from it: there are always situations in
21
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filmmaking which require breaking from the rules in order to convey the story. In fact, the story is
only one thing that is more important than the editing. Walter Murch offers a list of priorities to
which an ideal cut should conform, “An ideal cut (for me) is one that satisfies all the following six
criteria at once:
• it is true to the emotion of the moment;
• it advances the story;
• it occurs at a moment that is rhythmically interesting and ‘right’;
• it acknowledges what you might call ‘eye-trace’—the concern with the location and
movement of the audience’s focus of interest within the frame;
• it respects ‘planarity’—the grammar of three dimensions transposed by photography to two
(the question of stage-line, etc.); and
• it respects the three-dimensional continuity of the actual space (where people are in the
room and in relation to one another).” 23
Murch places three-dimensional continuity at the bottom of his list. The demands of story, pace,
and emotion are much more important than strict adherence to what literally happened on the set.
In fact, this is one of the fundamental elements of editing: what shows up in the final product is
hardly ever what “actually” happened, and the art of “cheating it” is one of the basic principles of
motion image making.

So then, why does editing work?
Over the last one hundred years moving image makers have been evolving advanced rules from trial
and error, but why do these work? Why is it that we can understand the jumps in space created by
editing two clips together? First and foremost, our cognitive processing is well-adapted to following
motion despite interruptions in information. But what about information across a true edit,
something that was recorded at a different time and maybe even in a different location? Why is it
that we can piece together these disparate images? Walter Murch points out “Nothing in our day-today experience seems to prepare us for such a thing. Instead, from the moment we get up in the
morning until we close our eyes at night, the visual reality we perceive is a continuous stream of
linked images.”24
But this isn’t quite true. When we look around ourselves we do not make continuous motion with
our eyes, but instead our eyes stick even if our head continues to move. Thus, the fact that movies
are made up mostly of a series of static images that are related in context through light, color, and
content makes sense to us. This is also why dolly and crane shots appear so “cinematic” to our eyes
—it is a perspective that we would never be able to reproduce with our human eyes because we are
constantly focusing on objects and locking our viewpoint. It is only when we can fix our eyes steadily
on a flattened screen that we can truly appreciate a smooth movement that is so foreign to our
human experience.
Essentially editing is built around the same concept as our vision, that an experience should be
broken down into multiple sections in order for us to better understand it. By maintaining elements
23
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constant on the shooting location, we imitate life as we experience it in real-time, such that there are
no great changes from moment to moment. We also take in whole rooms and then begin to break
them down piece by piece, just as in a change from a wide shot to a closer shot establishes the space
and then moves in for detail. And by distracting the eye with movement by cutting on the action we
are similarly mimicking the eye, in that the motion between two separate images (for the eye, the
motion is subliminally recorded but mentally ignored between two saccades) helps us to combine the
two of them. In essence, all of this is to say that editing works because it functions the same way that
we do. So the next time that you’re watching a movie or video that tells some sort of story, try to see
if you can spot all of the cuts and the rules being used in order to better understand why the editing
works.

An example of classic continuity cutting
In “The Chrysanthemum and the Sword” episode of Mad Men there’s an intimate conversation
between Don Draper and Dr. Faye Miller in which they discus Draper’s divorce and his child
starting therapy:
In this establishing shot the context of the scene is
established. The 180˚ rule is maintained even though Don
Draper crosses the line, which is OK, the problem is when the
cut crosses the line, if the camera moves or the actor moves
across the line, that’s OK.

In a medium shot the dialog between the two characters is
established and begins to get more intimate.

The most intimate portion of the conversation is covered in
tighter medium close-ups in which the other character dirties
the frame to create a more intimate perspective. Note how
the eye-line matching is handled in this and the reverse cut.
The camera does not follow exactly the vector formed
between the two character’s gaze vector, however, the
camera tilts up in the next shot but is in a relatively lower
position in this shot.
The scene continues with a shot-reverse shot structure. At all
times the 180˚ rule and eye-line matches are maintained.
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Glossary of editing and shot description terminology
16x9. The aspect ratio of wide screen television
(may be either standard or high definition),
sometimes referred to as 1.77: 1 or 1.78:1.
180° Rule. Described in the text above.
30º Rule. Described in the text above.
360-degree pan. A panning shot which turns
around a full circle. See Pan.
4x3.The aspect ratio of standard television and
movies prior to the introduction of wide screen
formats, sometimes referred to as the Academy
ratio or 1.33: 1.
Aerial shot. An overhead shot, usually taken from a
helicopter or airplane or some clever contraption
involving wires. Can also refer to any high angle
view of a subject taken from a crane or any high
stationary position.
Angle of view. The angle of acceptance of a lens
which depends on the focal length of the lens and
the camera aperture (related to the size of the
imaging device or film frame). Wide angle lenses
have a wide angle of view (and a short focal length),
telephoto lenses have a narrow angle of view (and a
long focal length). See normal lens, wide angle lens,
telephoto lens.
Angle. See Camera angle.
Appropriation. Taking media elements or stylistic
techniques and using them for one’s own ends,
particularly when one is remixing them for the
purpose of critique or reinterpretation.
Archival footage (a.k.a. stock footage). Film or video
footage that can be used in other films (also
described as library footage or file footage). The
footage may be outtakes or previously used footage
from other productions or shot specifically for sale
as stock footage.
Aspect ratio. The ratio of the horizontal dimension
to the vertical dimension of a frame. See 16x9, 4x3.
Assembly edit. The process of organizing and
joining shots of video into a rough sequence as they
might appear in the finished project.
Associational editing. The juxtaposition of shots in
order to present contrast, comparisons, or ideas.
Asynchronous sound. Sound which is not
synchronized with the image. See also
nonsynchronous sound and synchronous sound.
Atmosphere. Extras who are staged to portray
normal human traffic needed to add natural detail
in a scene.
Avid. The Avid Media Composer was the first
commercially viable non-linear editing system and
became the industry-standard among Hollywood,
broadcast, and public television editors. For a long
time it was the only show in town, especially if you
were doing film match-back for feature films. While

it remains a dominant player, it shares the
marketplace with competitors like Final Cut Pro X
and Adobe Premiere Pro which are widely used
among independent artists and filmmakers.
B-roll. Shots in a documentary that are used to
illustrate what an interviewee is talking about or to
cover breaks in an interview. Often used to refer to
the footage that is shot for the purpose of using
later as cut-away shots. See Cut-away shot.
Background music. See Non-diegesis music.
Beat. A beat is an event, decision, or discovery in a
narrative that alters the way the protagonist pursues
their goal.
Bin. In the film editing room of days gone by, a bin
was a storage container lined with a cloth bag, into
which cut film or sound stock could be arranged
and hung. In a digital non-linear editor like Final
Cut Pro or Adobe Premiere Pro, bins refer to
folders which contain video clips, image files,
sequences, and effects which can be selected for use
during editing.
Bird’s eye view. See Overhead shot.
Blocking. The grouping or arrangement of subjects
or actors in a particular shot or the patterns of
movement in a shot or scene.
Bridging shot. A shot used to cover a jump in time
or place or some other form of discontinuity.
Examples are the hands of a clock moving quickly,
falling calendar pages, newspaper headlines, timelapse, seasonal changes, etc.
Camera angle. The position of the camera in
relation to the subject during filming. It may be
straight (eye-level shot), tilted up at the subject (lowangle shot), tilted down at the subject (high-angle
shot), or tilted off the vertical axis to either side
(Dutch-angle shot).
Camera movement. Any movement of the camera
during a shot, such as panning, tilting, dollying,
tracking, etc.
Camera speed. The rate at which film is run
through a motion picture camera in frames per
second (fps). The normal speed for sound film
recording is 24 fps. Video cameras that simulate
film shooting at 24 fps use the same terms as film
cameras to describe the camera speed. See also
Overcrank and Undercrank.
Canted frame. See Dutch angle.
Clapper board. See Slate.
Close-up (CU). A close view of a person or object
which features details isolated from their
surroundings. A close-up of a person typically only
shows their head. Close-ups can be used in
juxtaposition with other close-up shots to guide the
viewer through a process of inductive interpretation
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in comparison to the more deductive strategies
employed from wider frames. Close-ups can convey
intimacy and are often used to emphasize the
importance of a particular character at a particular
moment. How and where close-ups occur in a
sequence reveal not only the importance of
characters and/or objects but the flow of the
narrative. Close-ups are often used on parts of the
body to designate imminent action (e.g. a hand
pulling a gun out of a holster) to enhance the
suspense. Close-ups are also used to emphasize
objects with an important role in the development
of the narrative.
Continuity. Described in the text above.
Coverage. Additional and more detailed shots
which are intended to be intercut with a master
shot or scene. Typically involves shots and their
respective reverse-shots in a dialog scene, along
with inserts and possibly a two-shot, and any
additional shots that will help the editor construct
the scene. See continuity.
Crane shot. A shot taken from a crane or large
mechanical arm that moves the camera and its
operator smoothly and noiselessly in any direction.
See also Jib arm.
Cross-cutting. Cutting between different realms of
action that may be occurring simultaneously or at
different times. Cross-cutting is used to build
suspense or to show the relationship between the
different realms of action. Cross-cutting is often
used somewhat incorrectly to refer to parallel
editing.
Crossfade. The gradual mix of an incoming and
outgoing sound. Typically a software effect that
simulates the simultaneous manipulation of two or
more mix console faders or a simple transition
effect in an editing system.
Cut. The juxtaposition of two shots. A cut may
transport the viewer from one action and time to
another, giving the impression of rapid action or of
disorientation if it cuts within the same scene and
not matched. Depending on the nature of the cut
and the images themselves, a cut will have different
meanings.
Cutaway. A shot of an image or action in a film
which is not part of the main action, sometimes
used to cover breaks in a scene’s continuity. In
documentary often called “B-roll.”
Cutting on action. Editing two shots at a point
where the movement in the first one is not yet
completed and where the movement in the second
one has already begun, described in the text above.
Cutting. Another term for editing.
Dailies. In film production the first positive prints or
video transfer made by the laboratory from the
negative shot on the previous day. Also known as
rushes. It can also mean on a video production the
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video shot the same day when it’s watched at the
end of the day.
Deep focus. A cinematographic technique which
keeps objects in a shot clearly focused from close-up
range to infinity. Involves the use of wide lenses and
small apertures. Gregg Toland’s work in Citizen Kane
contains some wonderful examples of deep focus
cinematography.
Depth of field. In a nutshell, the range in front of
the camera lens within which objects appear in
sharp focus. The size of the sensor used in the
camera affects the depth-of-field. Smaller format
cameras produce images with a lot of depth-offield. On the other hand, large sensor cameras (e.g.
D-SLRs and digital cinema cameras), due to their
large sensor size, make it easier to produce images
with shallow depth of field.
Diagonal. A shot where the camera pivots both
horizontally and vertically.
Dialogue. Synchronous speech in a film or video
with the speaker usually, but not always, visible.
Diegesis. The denotative material of a moving
image narrative. According to Christian Metz it
includes not only the narration itself, but also the
fictional space and time dimension implied by the
narrative. Typically refers to the internal world of
the story (the diegesis) that the characters
themselves experience and encounter including
those not actually shown on the screen but referred
to in some way within the story. Thus, film elements
can be “diegetic” or “non-diegetic.” The term is
most often used in reference to sound, but can
apply to other element in a film. For example, titles,
subtitles, background music, and voice-over
narration (with exceptions) are non-diegetic
elements.
Diegetic music. Music from a source within the film
scene, such as a “live” orchestra or a radio playing.
See Non-diegetic music.
Diegetic sound. Sound originating from a source
apparent within a film scene.
Dissolve (a.k.a. lap-dissolve). A transition between
two cuts in which the first image gradually dissolves
or fades out and is replaced by another which fades
in over it. A dissolve is a soft transition (in
comparison to a cut) that is often used to suggests a
longer passage of time.
Dolly shot. A shot made from a moving dolly. See
tracking shot.
Dolly. A mobile platform on wheels upon which a
camera can be mounted to give it mobility.
Dollying. A tracking shot that follows the subject as
it moves or the process of moving the dolly on the
set. See tracking shot.
Dutch-angle. A tilted camera angle obliquely
slanted to the frame’s vertical axis so that the
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horizontal frame line is not parallel to the horizon.
Also called an oblique angle shot or a canted frame.
Dynamic montage. Editing intended to evoke
strong emotional reactions. See Russian montage.
Edit master. The tape or digital file containing the
master copy of a finished (edited) program.
Ellipsis. A term referring to periods of time left out
of the narrative. The ellipsis is marked by an
editing transition which, while it leaves out a section
of the action, nonetheless signifies that something
has been elided. In classic cinema language fades or
dissolves are used to indicate a passage of time.
Environmental sound. General sounds at a low
volume level coming from the action of a film
which can be either synchronous or nonsynchronous. See also Ambient sounds.
Establishing shot (a.k.a. Master shot). A camera
shot, usually a long shot, which identifies, or
establishes, the location of a scene.
Extreme close-up (XCU). A very close view of a
person or object which features specific details. An
extreme close-up of a person typically shows only
their eyes or mouth (see below). The closer up the
shot, the more the spectator’s eye is directed by the
camera to the specified reading and the process of
interpreting the image along the the surrounding
shots takes on a more directed, inductive approach
on the part of the viewer.
Extreme long shot (XLS). A panoramic view of a
scene, photographed from a great distance which
could be as far as a quarter-mile away. Often used
as an establishing or transition shot. As the camera
moves further away from the subject the visual field
lends itself to more complex, deductive reading,
there is more information for the viewer to decode.
Eye line match. Editing shots that are aligned, or
matched to suggest that two characters in separate
shots are looking at each other. In classic cinema
language, when a character looks into off-screen
space the viewer expects to see what the character is
looking at. Thus there will be a cut to show what is
being looked at: object, view, another character, etc.
Eyeline then refers to the trajectory of the looking
eye. The eyeline match creates order and meaning
in cinematic space. Another use of the eyeline
match which is in the context of shot/reverse shots,
also known as the reverse angle shots, which are
widely used in dialogue scenes. The camera adopts
the eyeline trajectory of the actor looking at the
other actor as they speak, switching when needed to
the other person’s position in the same manner as
the first.
Fade in. A cinematic punctuation or ellipse. The
screen is black at the start, then gradually the image
appears, brightening to full strength. See also fade
out, dissolve, cut.
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Fade out. A cinematic punctuation or ellipse. The
image brightness gradually loses strength until the
image disappears and the the frame is black. See
fade in, dissolve, cut.
Fast motion. Shots photographed slower than the
standard speed of 24 fps so that the action on the
screen appears faster than normal when projected
at standard speed. See Slow motion, Undercranked, Over-cranked.
Final cut. The final version of a film in which
additional changes are not anticipated (except to
cut an alternative version).
Fine cut. A version of the film that is very close to
completion, may still contain some temporary
elements.
First-person shot. See point-of-view shot.
Fisheye lens. An extreme wide-angle lens that
distorts the image so that straight lines appear
rounded at the edges of the frame.
Flashback. A scene or sequence (sometime an entire
motion picture), that is inserted into a sequence in
present time and deals with the past. The flashback
is the closest motion pictures come to a past tense.
Flashforward. A scene or sequence (sometime an
entire motion picture), that is inserted into a
sequence in present time and deals with the future.
The flashforward is the closest motion pictures
come to a future tense.
Focal length. The distance from the center of the
lens to the point on the film plane where light rays
meet in sharp focus. A wide-angle lens has a short
focal length; a telephoto lens has a long focal
length.
Focus in, focus out. A change in focus in which the
image gradually comes into, or goes out of, focus, or
the focus shifts from one object to another object.
Focus pull. The process of refocusing a lens during
a shot in order to keep a subject in focus or to
change the subject of attention. On a major motion
picture production this is the responsibility of the
1st Assistant Camera person.
Focus. The sharpness or definition of an image or
a range of distances from the camera will be
acceptably sharp. It’s possible to produce images
with deep focus or shallow focus. See also deep
focus, depth of field.
Foley. Creating sound effects by watching the
picture and mimicking the action, often with props
that do not exactly match the action but sound
good. For example, walking on a bed of crushed
stones in order to simulate walking on the ground.
Following shot. A shot in which the camera pans or
travels to keep a moving figure or object within the
frame.
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Footage. Exposed film stock, recorded video tape,
or digital video files.
Foreground music. See diegetic music.
Formula. A familiar plot or pattern of dramatic
action which is often repeated or imitated in films,
for example, in genres like gangster films and
westerns.
Frame line. The line that designates the top of the
frame. When using a boom microphone, the boom
operator communicates with the camera operator
to understand where the frame line is in order to
avoid getting the boom in the shot.
Frame rate. The number of individual frames per
second (fps), for example, traditional film is shot at
24fps while video is typically 30fps. A lower frame
rate would not provide smooth motion. These
standard frame-rates are an attempt to balance the
need for smother motion (the higher the frame rate,
the better) with storage efficiency (the lower the
frame rate, the better).
Frame. 1. Film: An individual photograph recorded
on motion picture film. The outside edges of a film
image on the screen. 2. Video: One complete video
image, or two video fields. There are 30 frames in
one second of NTSC video. Also a single video or
film image. See also Interlace, Field. 3. Lighting: A
device, also called a gel frame, used to hold a large
gel with a stud that can be mounted in a grip head.
Framing. The visual composition of a shot within
the frame with the intention to elicit a specific
readings. Size, volume, contrast, etc. within the
frame speak as much as dialogue or music. So too
do camera angles. For example, a high-angle
extreme long shot of two characters may points to
the vulnerability of the characters, while on the
other hand a angle shots in medium close-up on a
characters can emphasize their power.
Freeze-frame. A shot in which one frame is
repeated in order to look like a still photograph
when projected. Also called a freeze shot.
Full shot. A long shot that includes the human body
“in full” within the frame.
Hand-held camera. A shot where a camera
operator, rather than a tripod or a mechanical
device, supports and moves the camera during
filming.
High-angle shot (H/A). A shot where the camera is
tilted down at the subject.
Hollywood montage. An editing device, often used
in Hollywood films, which condenses time or
summarizes events in a rapid collection of shots.
In-camera editing. Editing done within the camera
itself by selectively starting and stopping the camera
for each shot.
Insert. A shot of a detail edited into the main action
of a scene. Also called an insert shot. See cut-away.
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Intellectual montage. Editing intended to convey
an abstract or intellectual concept by juxtaposing
concrete images which suggest it, described in the
text above.
Intercutting. See cross-cutting.
Interior monologue. See monologue.
J-cut. See L-cut.
Jump cut. The opposite of a match cut, an abrupt
transition between shots which disrupts (often
deliberately) the continuity of time or space within
a scene. When cuts are made between shots that
don’t have at least a 30˚ angle change, they appear
more as jumps rather than seamless cuts. Jean-Luc
Godard’s Breathless introduced a whole new way of
thinking about jump cuts, which mark a transition
in time and space but it jars the viewer’s
sensibilities.
Kuleshov eﬀect. Forms the foundation of
intellectual montage which according to Eisenstein
is the highest form of montage, described in the
text above.
L-Cut. An edit in which the in (or out) points of the
video and audio are different. This is often done to
have audio lead the video, in other words, you hear
some one start to talk before you see them. In a Jcut, the sound of the next shot precedes the picture,
and in an L-cut, the image changes but the audio
continues. The names come from these patterns:
when the audio cut comes first, it forms a J shape in
the timeline and when the audio cut follows the
picture cut, it forms an L shape in the timeline.
Some old timers may use the term video or picture
advance and audio advance to describe these edits.
Letterbox. Placing a wide screen image (e.g. 16x9,
1.85:1, or cinemascope) within a 4x3 frame by
placing black bands at the top and bottom of the
screen. Also refers to the process of placing wide
images in a 16x9 frame. See Curtain.
Live action. Film action with living people and real
things, rather than creating action by animation.
Location shooting. Filming in an actual setting with
all sorts of noise problems, either outdoors or
indoors, rather than in a quiet, controlled motion
picture studio.
Long shot (LS). A shot that shows a fairly wide view
of a subject within its setting. A long shot of a
person typically includes his entire body and much
of his surroundings.
Long take. A take (shot) of lengthy duration.
Loop. To perform looping, see looping.
Looping. The process of having actors dub lip-sync
sound to scenes which have already been
photographed. Also called ADR (automated dialog
replacement) or additional dialog recording. The
term looping refers to the old days when a film loop
of the scene would be put on the projector with cue
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marks on the film so the director and actor could
see the scene while they were looping and multiple
takes would be recorded.
Low-angle shot (L/A). A shot in which the camera
is tilted up at the subject.
Masking. Blocking out part of an image, usually at
the edges of the frame, thus altering the size or the
shape of the frame projected on the screen. See
Curtains, Letterbox.
Master shot. A single shot, usually a long shot or a
full shot, which provides an overview of the action
in a scene. This shots provides the editor something
to fall back on when the other coverage is not
working, thus it’s also called the cover shot.
Match cut. The opposite of a jump cut within a
scene. Match cuts make sure that there is a spatialvisual logic between the different camera positions
within a scene so that where the camera moves to,
and the angle of the camera, makes visual sense to
the viewer. Eyeline matching is integral to match
cuts, the first shot shows a character looking at
something off-screen, the second shot shows what is
being looked at. See matching action, eyeline
match.
Match dissolve. A dissolve linking images which
have similar content.
Match-image cut. A cut from one shot to another
shot having an image with the same general
configuration or location of a specific object as the
prior shot.
Matching action. Cutting together different shots of
an action on a common gesture or movement in
order to make the action appear continuous on the
screen. See continuity editing, match cut.
Medium shot (MS). A relatively close shot that
shows part of a person or object in some detail. A
medium shot of a person typically frames a
character from the waist, hips or knees up (or
down). The camera is distanced such that the
character is seen in relation to their surroundings
(e.g. in a dining room). In comparison to close-ups,
it’s a more open shot in terms of readability,
showing considerably more of the surroundings in
relation to the character or characters in the frame.
Typically, characters will occupy half to two-thirds
of the frame and the shot is commonly used in
indoor sequences allowing for a reading of the
relationship between characters. Compared to
close-ups, the characters can be seen in relation to
different planes (background, middle ground, and
foreground) which serves to produce more
information from which the viewer can derive
meaning from the shot.
Mise en scène. A French term for “putting-in-thescene,” refers to what is colloquially known as “the
set,” however, more generally mise en scène refer to
everything that is presented before the camera to
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produce intended effects, as opposed to editing.
Mix. To combine sound from two or more sources
onto a single sound track, often performed in the
field as part of the sound recording process. The
post-production process of combining multiple
audio tracks consisting of dialog, sound effects,
ambience, and music into a finished mono, stereo
or surround audio track. Also called sound mixing.
Monologue. A character speaking alone on screen
or, without appearing to speak, articulating her or
his thoughts in voice-over as an interior monologue.
Montage. The assembly of a sequence of shots that
portray an action or ides through the use of many
short shots in rapid succession, see Hollywood
montage, also used as another term for editing.
MOS. Shooting image without recording sound.
Lots of colorful stories have evolved in an attempt
to explain the origin of this curious term: one story
suggests that a famous Hollywood director from
Germany used to say “mitt-out-sound” while other
explanations are technically oriented, suggesting it
means “minus optical stripe” (since some old sound
recording systems recorded the audio signal as
visual variations on light sensitive film), or it could
simply mean “motion omit sound,” but no one
really knows the origin of this term. Which story do
you prefer?
Moviola. A trade name for an old-style upright film
editing machine.
Multiple exposure. See double exposure.
Multiple-image shot. A shot that includes two or
more separately photographed images within the
frame.
Narration. Production: Information or commentary
spoken directly to the audience rather than
indirectly through dialogue, often by an anonymous
“voice of god” off-screen voice. See voice-over.
Narratology: The process through which a story is
told, as opposed to the story itself.
Narrative montage. Editing that constructs a story
with images by arranging shots in a carefully
sequenced order. See montage.
NLE (Non-Linear Editor). A video editing system
characterized by digital storage and random access.
Avid Media Composer, Final Cut Pro X, Adobe
Premiere Pro, and Sony Vegas are examples of
contemporary non-linear editors. Today we take it
for granted, but at the dawn of the digital age the
term came into use to differentiate digital editing
from videotape machine-based editing systems in
which the assembly process was linear in nature
(edits were performed using two tape machines, one
a source deck, and the other a record deck, and edit
masters were assembled in a linear fashion, since
you could not ripple edits once laid down on tape.
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Non-diegetic music. Music in a film which does not
have an apparent source within story world. Often
called background music. See diegesis.
Non-diegetic sound. Sound in a film which does not
have an apparent source within story world. See
diegesis.
Non-fiction film. Any film that does not employ an
invented plot or characters. Often used to describe
films that are different from a documentary. See
documentary.
Non-synchronous sound. Sound whose source is
not apparent in a film scene or which is detached
from its source in the scene; commonly called offscreen sound. See synchronous sound.
Oblique angle. See Dutch angle.
Oﬀ-line editing. Working with a low resolution
version of your video on an inexpensive editing
system. This allows you to make creative decisions
at lower cost and with greater flexibility in
comparison to working with an expensive, fullfeatured, high-performance editing system. Even
though today we can edit full-quality video on a
laptop, the distinction of off-line and on-line editing
is sometimes used to differentiate editing from the
final grading and mastering process. See on-line.
Oﬀ-screen sound. See non-synchronous sound.
Oﬀ-screen space. Space beyond the camera’s field
of view which nevertheless the audience is aware of.
On location. Also called shooting on location. See
location shooting.
On-line editing. An editing system used to create a
final video master. In the “old days” this involved
access to an expensive suite that contained a special
editing computer, video monitors, a video switcher,
an audio mixer, a digital video effects (DVE) device,
a character generator (for making titles), and several
expensive video tape machines. Today you can
online on a laptop and a good reference monitor,
though on higher-budget projects the distinction
between off-line and on-line is still made, since the
final color grading, special effects work, and
mastering might be done on higher-end computers.
Out-take. Any footage deleted from a film during
editing; more specifically, a shot or scene that is
removed from a film before the final cut.
Overcrank. To run film stock through the camera
faster than the standard speed of 24 fps, producing
slow motion on the screen when the film is
projected at standard speed. Also used to describe
the analogous effect in a video camera. See
Undercrank.
Overhead shot. A shot photographed from directly
overhead, a.k.a. bird’s eye view.
Pan. Short for “panorama.” 1. A shot where the
camera pivots horizontally, turning from left to right
or from right to left, a.k.a. panning shot. A panning
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shot is sometimes confused with a tracking shot. 2.
Moving the camera from left to right or right to left
around the imaginary vertical axis that runs
through the camera.
Parallel action. See cross-cutting.
Parallel editing. See cross-cutting.
Post-production. The phase in a project that takes
place after the production phase, or “after the
production.” Included in post-production is picture
editing, sound editing, scoring, sound effects editing,
sound design, motion graphics, titles, color grading,
sound mix, mastering, etc.
Post-synchronized sound. Sound added to images
after they have been photographed and assembled;
sometimes called dubbing.
Production sound. The activity of recording and/
or mixing sound on location during a shoot.
Typically recorded to dedicated digital recorder
(double system) or directly to the video camera
(single system). See single system, double system.
Production still. A photograph taken of a scene for
promotional purposes, not to be confused with a
frame enlargement reproduced from actual film or
video footage.
Production value. A nebulous term used to describe
the visual quality or professional look of a movie. A
significant yet invisible component of production
value is the quality of the sound.
Pull back. 1. A tracking shot that moves away from
the subject to reveal additional context. 2. To
reduce the intensity of a filter or effect on a shot,
e.g. “pull back on the blur.”
Pull focus. See rack focus.
Rack focus (a.k.a. shift focus or focus pull). To
change the focus of a lens during a shot in order to
call attention to a specific object or person, the
technique involves shallow depth of field to direct
the attention of the viewer from one subject to
another. Focus is “pulled,” or changed, to shift the
focus plane, sometimes rapidly.
Reaction shot. A shot that shows a character’s
reaction to what has occurred in the previous shot.
Reverse angle (R/A). A shot where the camera is
placed opposite its position in the previous shot,
“reversing” its view of the scene. In a dialogue
scene, a shot of the second actor.
Rough cut. An early version of a film in which shots
and sequences are roughly assembled but not yet
finely edited together for the final cut.
Running time. The duration of a finished film.
Russian montage (a.k.a. soviet montage). A style of
editing, typical of prominent Soviet filmmakers in
the 1920s including Sergei Eisenstein which
employs dynamic cutting techniques to evoke strong
emotional, and even physical, reactions to film
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images, variations on the approach were rekindled
with the rise of MTV in the 1980s.
Scene. A complete unit of cinematic narration. A
series of shots (or a single shot) that takes place in a
single location encompassing a single action.
Sometimes scene used interchangeably with
sequence. See also shot.
Science-fiction film. A film genre characterized by
plot and action involving scientific fantasy. Also
called sci-fi film.
Score. Original music composed specifically for a
film and usually recorded after the film has been
edited.
Screen direction. An extension of the 180º rule,
described in the text above.
Screen time. The time covered by the story in a
film, as opposed to its running time.
Screenplay. A written document describing the
action, dialogue, setting, and critical components of
the camerawork, lighting, sound effects, and music
of a motion picture. A screenplay always refers to a
script written for a screen (movie, television, web,
etc.) while a script may also apply to a theatre play,
video game, radio program, etc.
Script. See screenplay.
Selective focus. See rack focus.
Selective sound. A sound track that selectively
includes or deletes specific sounds.
Sequence. A unit of film composed of interrelated
shots or scenes, usually leading up to a dramatic
climax.
Setting. The location for a film or a scene in a film.
Shooting ratio. The amount of video footage shot
compared to the length of the film’s final cut.
Shooting script. The script that the director,
cinematographer, actors, etc. use during the actual
filming.
Shot. 1. A single, continuous run of the camera.
The images recorded by the camera from the time
the camera starts until the time it stops with a
particular framing in relation to the subject. 2. A
particular framing of a subject vis-à-vis the distance
between the camera and the subject, commonly
divided into seven categories: extreme close-up
(XCU or ECU), close-up (CU), medium close-up
(MCU), medium shot (MS), medium long shot
(MLS), long shot (LS), extreme long shot (XLS or
ELS). Shots can be subjective or objective: the
closer the shot, the more subjective, the more the
meaning is inscribed from within the shot.
Conversely, the longer the distance of the shot the
more objective it is, the greater the participation of
the spectator or reader in deriving the meaning of
the shot, as it suggests openness and the presence of
someone looking. 3. The relative angle between the
subject and camera, e.g. high-angle or low angle,
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each will evoke a different reading: from a low
angle a subject may appear more menacing, while
from a high-angle it may appear more vulnerable.
4. The terms one-, two-, and three-shots are used to
describe shots with one, two, or three actors or
subjects in the frame, usually of the medium closeup or medium shot variety.
Slow motion. Shots photographed faster than the
standard recording speed so that the action on the
screen appears to move slower than normal when
shown at standard speed. See fast motion.
Smash cut. A jarring transition between two actions
occurring at different times or places. Also called a
shock cut.
Smash zoom. A fast jarring zoom into a specific
detail or object in a scene.
SMPTE count down (pronounced “sim-tee”). Film
leader with visual calibrations in one-second
intervals used to lead into the film proper. Also
called film leader. The classic number countdown
you’ve probably seen many times is known as the
“SMPTE count down” after the Society of Motion
Picture and Television Engineers, the standards
organization which developed the count down
leader.
Soft focus. Blurring the sharpness of a film image
with a special lens or a gauze over the lens in order
to diffuse or “soften” hard edges; used especially for
close-ups to make the human face look more
sensual or glamorous.
Sound bridge. Sound which continues across two
shots that depict action in different times or places,
thus providing an audio transition between the two
scenes.
Sound designer. A sound specialist responsible for
the development of all sound materials in a film or
video production and ultimately in charge of the
entire sound production.
Sound eﬀects (SFX). Any sound in a film that’s not
dialogue, narration, or music.
Soundtrack. The music contained in a film, or the
entire audio portion of a film, including dialog,
effects, and ambience.
Source music. See background music.
Special eﬀects (FX). Shots which are unobtainable
by straightforward filming techniques and may
require special models, compositing, computer
modeling, etc. The term also applies to most
pyrotechnic and ballistic effects in a film.
Spotting. In scoring and sound effects editing the
process of spotting is used to identify the specific
scenes or points where music cues or effects cues
take place.
Still. See Production still.
Stock footage. See archival footage.
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Stop-motion. Filming real objects or live action by
starting and stopping the camera, rather than by
running the camera continuously, in order to create
pixilation, trick-film effects, or time-lapse
photography. Also called stop-action photography.
Storyboard. A series of drawings and captions
(often resembling comics) that shows the shots and
camera movements planned for a scene or scenes.
Subjective camera. 1. The camera used as to
suggest the point of view of a particular character.
See point-of-view shot. 2. Idiosyncratic camerawork
that follows the maker’s unique set of cinematic
language rules.
Subtext. Implicit meaning in a film or video which
lies beneath the “language” of the text.
Subtitle. A caption superimposed over picture,
usually at the bottom of the frame. Most often used
to identify a scene or to translate foreign language
dialogue.
Superimposition. 1. To place one image over
another. 2. To expose more than one image on film
at the same time.
Sweetening. Enhancing the sound of a recording
or particular sound effect with equalization or other
signal processing techniques.
Swish pan. A shot in which the camera pans rapidly
causing motion blur. Also called a whip pan or zip
pan. It can be used as a very effective transition
between shots and imply a fast pace of action. Also
known as: swish pan, flick pan and zip pan.
Synchronization. A precise match between image
and sound. Also called sync.
Synchronous sound (sync sound). 1. Recording
sound in synchronization with recording image.
Can be single or double system. In single system
sound recording the camera records sound and
image, with double system sound recording, the
camera is used to record images and a separate
sound recorder is used to record sound. 2. Sound
whose source is apparent and matches the action in
a scene. See non-synchronous sound.
Take. A shot resulting from one continuous run of
the camera. Filmmakers generally shoot several
“takes” of the same scene and then selects the best
one during the editing phase. Rarely done in
documentary.
Telephoto lens, a.k.a. long lens. A camera lens with
a long focal length that magnifies the size of distant
objects. See also wide angle lens, normal lens.
Temp dub. A preliminary mixing of dialogue,
music, and sound effects, usually so that a first cut
may be viewed with all the elements incorporated.
Three shot. A medium shot with three actors or
subjects.
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Tilt. A shot in which the camera pivots vertically,
from top to bottom or from bottom to top.
Time-lapse. A type of cinematography or
photography in which the camera photographs at
time intervals the same scene over an extended
period of time in order to speed up on the screen a
lengthy process or action, for example, the growth
of a field of corn, traffic on the Golden Gate
Bridge, the construction of a building, etc.
Tracking shot. A shot in which the camera
(mounted on a vehicle, dolly, or other moving
support device) moves while shooting. Some people
differentiate tracking shots as those following a
subject as they move. Thus the method of support
and characteristic of the movement determines the
actual term used, for example, we call it a dolly shot
when a dolly is used, we call it a tracking shot when
tracks are laid down for a dolly to roll on, though
not always true, for the most part, dolly, tracking,
traveling, and trucking shots are synonymous.
Depending on the speed, this shot has different
connotations, if very slow it can have a serene or
dream-like quality, on the other hand, if fast, it can
be exciting, disorienting or frightening, depending
on the context. A tracking shot can signify a
character in motion and implicate the viewer into
the narrative in that they identify with the
character’s point of view.
Traveling shot. See tracking shot.
Trucking shot. See Tracking shot.
Two shot. A medium shot featuring two actors or
subjects.
Under-crank. To run film stock through the camera
slower than the standard speed of 24 fps, producing
fast motion on the screen when the film is projected
at standard speed. Also used to describe the
analogous effect in a video camera. See Overcrank.
Underscore. Music that provides atmospheric or
emotional background to the primary narration or
dialog.
Voice-over. The narrator’s voice from an unseen
narrator. Common in commercials, documentaries,
and film noir (e.g. the first release of Blade Runner).
Walla. Background ambience or noises added to
create the illusion of sound taking place outside of
the main action in a motion picture.
Whip pan. See Swish pan.
Wide-angle lens. A short focal length lens that
enables the camera to photograph a wider area
than a normal lens. For 35mm films a wide-angle
lens is 30mm or less. Also called a short lens.
Wild sound. Audio elements that are not recorded
synchronously with the picture. It’s a good idea to
record wild sound wherever you go. These wild
tracks of the environment can be used to build
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ambient sound beds or fix audio problems in dialog
when you need to fill gaps of empty track.
Window dub. A video tape or file with burned In
timecode. Often used for preview, review, or
transcription purposes, where the burn-in timecode
window on the image makes it easily to visually
identify particular frames of the video. Also used
for previews when you don’t want people to
broadcast or share the material further, often used
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by stock footage houses to prevent use of their
materials without licensing, but allowing you to
place it in your program for editorial purposes.
Zip pan. See Swish pan.
Zoom shot. A shot made with a zoom lens, which
makes the image appear closer (zoom in) or farther
away (zoom out) by varying the focal length of the
lens. Offers a very different quality than a tracking
shot. See Tracking Shot.

Recommended viewing
The following films, videos, and music videos are recommended as objects of study as they provide
particularly good examples of the concepts and techniques covered in these notes.
Life of an American Fireman (Edwin S. Porter, 1903)
The Great Train Robbery (Edwin S. Porter, 1903)
Intolerance (D. W. Griffith, 1916)
Strike (Sergei Eisenstein, 1924)
Entr’Acte (René Clair and Francis Picabia, 1924)
The Battleship Potemkin (Sergei Eisenstein, 1925), in particular the Odessa Steps sequence
Emak Bakia (Man Ray, 1926)
Fall of the Romanov Dynasty (Esfir Shub, a.k.a. Esther Shub, 1927), the first compilation film
October: Ten Days That Shook the World (Sergei Eisenstein, 1928)
Man with a Movie Camera (Dziga Vertov, 1929), encyclopedic use of cinematic techniques
Casablanca (Michael Curtiz, 1942), a particularly good example of classic Hollywood style
Meshes of the Afternoon (Maya Deren, 1943)
A Study in Choreography for Camera (Maya Deren, 1945)
Ritual in Transfigured Time (Maya Deren, 1945)
Meditation on Violence (Maya Deren, 1948)
The Third Man (Carol Reed, 1949)
Jazz Dance (Richard Leacock, 1954), poetic fusion of hand-held camera and movement
North by Northwest (Alfred Hitchcock, 1959), in particular the crop duster sequence
Pas de deux (Norman McLaren, 1968)
N/um Tchai: The Ceremonial Dance of the !Kung Bushmen (John Marshall, 1969)
A Clockwork Orange (Stanley Kubrick, 1971)
Don’t Look Now (Nicolas Roeg, 1973)
The Conversation (Francis Ford Coppola, 1974)
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Apocalypse Now (Francis Ford Coppola, 1979), in particular the opening and hotel room scenes
Raging Bull (Martin Scorsese, 1980)
Koyaanisqatsi (Godfrey Reggio, 1982)
Steps (Zbig Rybczynski, 1987), a clever homage to the Odessa steps sequence in Battleship Potemkin
The Untouchables (Brian De Palma,1987), includes a homage to the Odessa steps sequence
The Unbearable Lightness of Being (Philip Kaufman, 1988), particularly the invasion of Prague sequence
Me and Rubyfruit (Sadie Benning, 1989), expressive personal-essay video made w/ in-camera editing
Tongues Untied (Marlon Riggs, 1989)
Zentropa (Lars von Trier, 1991), fascinating use of real-projection
The Piano (Jane Campion, 1993), excellent fusion of cinematography, editing, and musical score
Chungking Express (Wong Kar Wai, 1994)
Heavenly Creatures (Peter Jackson, 1994)
Fallen Angels (Wong Kar Wai, 1995)
Se7en (David Fincher, 1995), title sequence
Cibo Matto: Sugar Water (Michel Gondry, 1996)
Madonna: Ray of Light (Jonas Åkerlund, 1998)
Dil Se (Mani Ratnam, 1998), especially the “train station encounter, train ride” sequence
The Matrix (Andy & Lana Wachowski, 1999)
American Beauty (Sam Mendes, 1999), classic cutting continuity is practiced to perfection
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon (Ang Lee, 2000)
The Chemical Brothers: Star Guitar (Michel Gondry, 2002)
and Making of Star Guitar (Michel Gondry, 2002)
City of God (Fernando Meirelles & Kátia Lund, 2002), fast, high-energy editing
The Moebius Strip (Vincent Pluss, 2002)
Aaja Nachle (Anil Mehta, 2007)
The Diving Bell and the Butterfly (Julian Schnabel, 2007)
Mia Doi Todd: Open Your Heart (Michel Gondry, 2010)
Arcade Fire: Sprawl II (Mountains Beyond Mountains) (Vincent Morisse, 2010)
Pina (Wim Wenders, 2011)
Choros (Michael Langan and Terah Maher, 2011)
tUnE-yArDs: Bizness (Mimi Cave, 2011)
Beyoncé: Run the World (Girls) (Francis Lawrence, 2011)
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